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Abstract
Let *0 be real. We show that the Riemann surface, of genus 2 with one boundary geodesic of length 2,
with the longest systole is isometric to one of three surfaces. These three surfaces are explicitly constructed
and they all have exactly nine systoles. This result `almosta solves a major problem in the hyperbolic
geometry of numbers, namely, the problem of "nding the closed Riemann surface of genus 3 with the longest
systole.  2001 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The aim of this paper is a geometric description of the space of (2,1)-surfaces, which are Riemann
surfaces, of genus 2 with one boundary geodesic, equipped with a metric of constant curvature!1.
In particular, we give a cell decomposition of the TeichmuK ller space ¹() of (2,1)-surfaces with
a boundary geodesic of length 2, for every *0; the decomposition is invariant with respect to the
mapping class group (2,1) of (2,1)-surfaces. The decomposition has a number of important
applications, including one for closed surfaces of genus 3.
Let M3¹(). We de"ne three sets of 9 simple closed geodesics of M, we call them of type A, of
type B, and of type C, respectively, compare Fig. 1. Let F be such a set. In Section 2 we prove that
the lengths of the elements of F determine the corresponding (2,1)-surface uniquely (if F is of type
B or of type C) or at least uniquely in a local sense (if F is of type A). It then follows that
cl(Min(F))L¹() is a cell of dimension 8 where we de"ne
cl(Min(F))"M3¹() :∀M3¹(),MOM, u3F
such that u is strictly longer in M than in M
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Fig. 1. The sets of (nine) geodesics of type A, of type B, and of type C. The picture gives the correct intersection numbers
between the geodesics.
(`cla stands for `closurea). Moreover, if FLF "lls up, then cl(Min(F))L¹() is a cell of dimension
F!1.
In Section 4 we prove the main result.
Theorem A. Let *0. Let M3¹(). Then
¹()"

Min(F),
whereF ranges over subsets of the sets of typesA, B, andC inMwhich xll up, and this is a disjoint union.
This yields the desired cell decomposition.
The sets of types A, B, or C have the following important property (this is why I call our cell
decomposition `systolica); recall that a systole of a surface is a shortest closed geodesic which is not
a boundary geodesic.
Theorem B. Let *0. Then there exist surfaces M(A), M(B), and M(C) in ¹() such that their set of
systoles is a set of type A, a set of type B, and a set of type C, respectively. Moreover, M(A), M(B), and
M(C) are unique up to isometry.
The proof of Theorem B (given in Section 3) is the heart of the paper; Theorem B is also the main
ingredient for the proof of Theorem A.
Cell decompositions of the TeichmuK ller space of (g, n)-surfaces (of genus gwith n cusps) have been
given for every pair (g, n) with n'0, see in particular Harer [4] and Bowditch/Epstein [1]; the
original ideas go back to Thurston and Mumford in the early 1980s. These cell decompositions are
based on triangulations of a (g, n)-surface M such that the cusps of M are the vertices of the
triangles. In the case (g,n)"(2,1) this gives 6 triangles. Note that our cell decomposition is
combinatorially much simpler since we need only 3 mutually non-equivalent sets (the sets of type
A, B, and C) while there are at least 6 mutually non-equivalent triangulations (if (g, n)"(2,1)).
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Theorem A has topological and geometric applications. The topological ones include that (2,1)
has a "nite presentation and that the virtual cohomological dimension of (2,1) is at most 5 (it is
exactly 5 by Harer [3]). More precisely, we prove
Theorem C. (i) Let G be the following graph. The set of vertices is the setV (dexned in Theorem A).
Two vertices D and D are related by a non-oriented edge if and only if DD has 8 elements. Then G is
connected.
(ii) Let G

be the two-dimensional complex obtained from G by xlling in a k-gon for each closed path
(of length k) in G corresponding to a set FLD (D3V),which xlls up, of 7 elements. ThenG

is simply
connected.
(iii) Let K be the simplicial complex, obtained from G and G

by xlling in a cell of dimension d for
each set FLD (D3V), which xlls up, of 9!d elements. ThenK is contractible and has dimension 5.
In the language of buildings, K is a contractible thin chamber complex.
As for the geometric applications of TheoremA (and of Theorem B) we prove two important new
results in the hyperbolic geometry of numbers.
Theorem D. Let M3¹() be a surface with the longest systole (with respect to ¹()). Then M is
isometric to one of M(A), M(B), M(C).
It seems thatM (in Theorem D) is isometric toM(A) for every *0, but this will not be proved.
Theorem E. Let M be a closed surface of genus 3 and let 2x be the length of a systole ofM. If M has
a triple (see Section 2) of systoles, then
coshx)2#3.
Moreover, equality holds if and only if M is isometric to M(3) (dexned in [8]).
The conjecture is that the theorem holds without the assumption that M has a triple of
systoles.
The method of the proof of Theorem D is very similar to the so-called VoronomK algorithm (see
[15,6]) in the context of positive-de"nite quadratic forms (or equivalently, in the context of lattice
sphere packings in Euclidean spaces). But our method is more e!ective since one does not need
knowing all perfect surfaces in ¹() (a perfect surface is one which is determined by the set of its
systoles) as in VoronomK 's method.
Theorem E is by far the strongest known result in order to prove the conjecture noted after the
theorem. For the proof of Theorem E we shall need that in the three families of (2,1)-surfaces
described in Theorem B the length of the boundary geodesic grows much faster than the length of
the systoles.
We also have the following application of Theorem A.
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Theorem F. Let M be a (2,1)-surface with an isometry . Then  is an automorphism of a subset
FLD (D3V) which xlls up.
The possible isometries of (2,1)-surfaces can then be classi"ed easily.
In Theorem A the setV contains the sets of type A, of type B, and of type C, respectively. This is
not the unique possibility to obtain our cell decomposition. We may replace the sets of type
C either by sets of type C (which also contain 9 elements) or by sets of type E (which contain 10
elements), see Fig. 11 in Section 5 for the de"nition of these sets. (Note however that there exists no
(2,1)-surface which has a set of systoles of type C or of type E.)
Theorem G. (i) Theorem A holds if the sets of type C are replaced by the sets of type C.
(ii) Theorem A holds if the sets of type C are replaced by the sets of type E.
In addition to the results mentioned above, the paper also provides some new techniques for the
geometric construction of concrete Riemann surfaces.
The literature on (g, n)-surfaces with (g, n)3(1,1),(1,2),(2,0) is quite extensive. There is almost
nothing about (2,1)-surfaces. These surfaces are substantially more complicated than the surfaces
mentioned above, and we therefore need quite a lot of basic material in order to prove our results.
2. Parametrizing sets of closed geodesics
De5nition. (i) A surface is a Riemann surface equipped with a metric of constant curvature!1.
A (g, n)-surface M is a surface of genus g with n boundary components which are cusps or simple
closed geodesics. A boundary component z will be called a boundary geodesic even if z is a cusp (in
the latter case z is said to be a boundary geodesic of length zero). An embedded (g, n)-subsurface
NLM of M has genus g and n boundary geodesics.
(ii) By (M) is denoted the set of simple closed geodesics of the surface M which are not
boundary geodesics. An element u of (M) is called non-separating ifM	u is connected. Otherwise,
u3(M) is called separating. For u3(M) the length of u is denoted by ¸(u) or by ¸

(u).
Remark and Notation. LetM be a closed surface of genus 2. ThenM is hyperelliptic with a unique
hyperelliptic involution  which has exactly 6 "xed points. Every non-separating u3(M) passes
through exactly two "xed points of  (for a formal proof of this fact see for example [2], see also
[10]). If u, v3(M) are di!erent non-separating elements, then u and v are homologous if and only
if they pass through the same "xed points of . We thus can characterize the non-trivial homology
classes of (M) by pairs of "xed points of  (this gives 15 homology classes, the trivial homology
class contains the separating elements of (M)).
Let nowM be a (2,1)-surface. Then the homology classes of (M) can be naturally identi"ed with
the homology classes of (M).
Let FL(M) be a set of non-separating elements such that no two elements of F are in the same
homology class and such that two elements of F intersect at most once. We then can characterize
the elements of F, using the identi"cation with (M), by pairs of "xed points. Two elements of
F intersect if and only if their homology classes have a common "xed point. These "xed points are
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Fig. 2. A triple, a quintuple, and a septuple (the triangles in the "gure are embedded triangles in the corresponding
surface).
denoted by 1,2,3,4,5,6 and if u3(M) passes through the "xed points 2 and 5, say, then we note (25)
the homology class ; of u.
De5nition. (i) LetM be a surface. A triple is a set a, b, c of three elements of (M) which mutually
intersect exactly once and which are contained in a (1,1)-subsurface of M. The latter is called the
associated (1,1)-surface.
A quintuple is a set u

, u

,2, uL(M) of "ve elements which all are contained in a (1,2)-
subsurfaceN such that u

, u

, u

 and u

, u

, u

 are triples and such that u

is disjoint to u

and
u

is disjoint to u

(it then follows that u

intersects u

exactly once and that u

intersects
u

exactly once). The notation will always respect this order of a quintuple. N is called the
associated (1,2)-surface.
A septuple is a set u

, u

,2, uL(M) of seven elements such that u, u, u, u, u and
u

, u

, u

, u

, u

 are quintuples; moreover, u

, u

are disjoint to u

(cf. Fig. 2 as well as Figs. 3 and 4).
(ii) Two subsets F and F of (M) are called equivalent ifM has a self-homeomorphism mapping
the homotopy classes of F to those of F.
Lemma 1. Let M be a (1,1)-surface and let a and b be two simple closed geodesics of M which
intersect exactly once. Then, in (M), there exist exactly two diwerent elements c

such that a, b, c

 is
a triple, i"1,2.
Proof. (i) M is hyperelliptic with three "xed points A,B,C of the hyperelliptic involution (in the
interior of M). Then a and b intersect in one of these "xed points, in C, say; moreover, let the
notation be such that B lies on a and A lies on b. Let 
 and 
"!
 be the angles in C induced by
a and b. Now if ¹"a, b, c is a triple, then c intersects a in B and b in A. Therefore, ¹ induces
a partition ofM into three parts, two of them are isometric triangles. The lemma follows since c can
either be chosen such that 
 is an interior angle of such a triangle or 
.
(ii) Here is a second proof of the lemma. Let  be a Fuchsian group which uniformizes M. Let
,3 correspond to a and b, respectively. Then it is well known that  is generated (as a free
group) by  and . Let c

correspond to  and c

to . Then it follows by elementary
hyperbolic geometry that a, b, c

, i"1,2, are the two unique triples containing a and b. 
Remark. In the proof of Lemma 1 we refer to the following fact of hyperbolic geometry (which can
rarely, if ever, be found in the literature). Let ,3PS¸(2,R) be two hyperbolic elements such that
there axes aN and bM intersect in C3H. Let 
". Then 
 is hyperbolic and the axis c intersects a (in
B, say) as well as bM (in A, say). We therefore obtain a hyperbolic triangle ABC with sides
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Fig. 3. The fundamental domain D of a closed surfaceM of genus 2 (the isometry group ofM is a quotient of the (2,3,8)
triangle group). Opposite sides of D have to be identi"ed. The set F"u

, u

, u

, u

, u

, u

, u

 is a septuple. Moreover,
Fb, c is a set of type A, Fa, b is a set of type B, and Fa, d is a set of type C. If one `addsa a puncture toM, then
M becomes a (2,1)-surface and these three sets are still sets of type A, of type B, and of type C, respectively; note however
that in each of these three cases the added puncture has to be put on a di!erent place. The simple closed geodesic v (dotted
lines) is chosen such that u

, u

, v is a triple and such that v is disjoint to u

and u

.
aLaN , bLbM , and cLc , and we have
tr()"2 cosh a, tr()"2 cosh b, tr(
)"2 cosh c.
Corollary 2. A triple a, b, c induces an up to isometry well dexned hyperbolic triangle D. The sides of
D correspond to half of a, b, c.
Proof. See the proof of Lemma 1 and the remark after this lemma. 
Lemma 3. Let M be a (2,1)-surface:
(a) Two triples of M are equivalent.
(b) Let F and F be two quintuples of M such that the boundary geodesics of the two associated
(1,2)-surfaces are all non-separating. Then F and F are equivalent.
(c) Two septuples of M are equivalent.
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Proof. Recall "rst that two (g, n)-surfaces are homeomorphic (for "xed g and n).
(i) Let a, b, c and a, b, c be two triples of M with associated (1,1)-surfaces ¹ and ¹,
respectively. Then there exists a homeomorphism of M mapping ¹ to ¹ so that we can assume
that ¹"¹. Now a and b intersect exactly once so that ¹ has a homeomorphism mapping a to a
and b to b. We therefore can assume that a"a and b"b. By Lemma 1, there exist exactly two
di!erent simple closed geodesics c

in ¹ such that a, b, c

 is a triple, i"1,2. Moreover, there is
a homeomorphism of ¹, "xing a and b and exchanging c

and c

. This proves (a).
(ii) Let Q and Q be the associated (1,2)-surfaces of F and F, respectively. Let z be the boundary
geodesic ofM. Let x and y be the boundary geodesics of Q and x and y be the boundary geodesics
ofQ. Since x and y are non-separating, there is a (0,3)-subsurface>with boundary geodesics x, y, z.
By the same reason, there is a (0,3)-subsurface > with boundary geodesics x, y, z. It follows that
M has a homeomorphism mapping > to > and hence Q to Q. We therefore can assume that
Q"Q.
Let F"u

, u

,2, u and F"v, v,2, v. It follows by (i) that Q has a homeomorphism
mapping u

to v

, u

to v

, and u

to v

. We therefore can assume that u

"v

, u

"v

, and u

"v

.
Let w be the boundary geodesic of the (1,1)-surface associated to the triple u

, u

, u

. Then
u

intersects w exactly twice and is disjoint to u

. The same is true for v

. It therefore exists a twist
deformation along w mapping u

to v

. We thus can assume that u

"v

. By Lemma 1 there exist
exactly two di!erent simple closed geodesics w

such that u

, u

,w

 is a triple, i"1,2. Now, one of
w

, w

intersects u

while the other one is disjoint to u

. So let w

be disjoint to u

. It follows that
u

"v

"w

which proves (b).
(iii) Let F"u

, u

,2, u and F"v, v,2, v be septuples of M. Let FMQ"
u

, u

, u

, u

, u

 and FMQ"v

, v

, v

, v

, v

. Then Q and Q are quintuples. Let x and y be the
boundary geodesics of Q. Since u

is disjoint to u

, u

, u

and intersects u

(as well as u

) exactly
once, it follows that x and y are non-separating. Therefore, by (ii), we can assume that
Q"Q, u

"v

, u

"v

, u

"v

, u

"v

, and u

"v

. Let > be the (1,1)-surface associated to the
triple u

, u

, u

. Let K be the (1,2)-subsurface of M corresponding toM	>. Then x, y, u

, v

lie in
K and u

intersects each of x, y exactly once (and the same is true for v

). Therefore, there exists
a combination of twist deformations along x and along y mapping u

to v

. We thus can assume
that u

"v

. By Lemma 1 there exist exactly two di!erent simple closed geodesics w

such that
u

, u

,w

 is a triple, i"1,2. One of w

,w

intersects u

while the other one is disjoint to u

. So let
w

be disjoint to u

. It follows that u

"v

"w

which proves (c). 
De5nition (cf. Fig. 4, see also Fig. 3). Let F
	
"u

,2, u be a septuple in a (2,1)-surfaceM. Let
v

3(M), i"1,2, be the two elements such that v

, u

, u

 is a triple (cf. Lemma 1). Exactly one of
v

, v

is disjoint to u

and u

, denote by v this element.
(i) Let w

,w

3(M) such that w

,w

, u

 is a triple and such that w

is disjoint to u

and
u

, i"1, 2. Moreover, w

is disjoint to u

and w

is disjoint to u

. The set F
	
w

,w

 is called
a set of type A.
(ii) Letw

,w

3(M) such that w

,w

,u

 is a triple and such thatw

is disjoint to u

and u

, i"1, 2.
Moreover, w

is disjoint to u

and w

is disjoint to u

. The set F
	
w

,w

 is called a set of type B.
(iii) Let w

,w

3(M) such that w

,w

, v is a triple and such that w

is disjoint to u

and
u

, i"1, 2. Moreover, w

is disjoint to u

and w

is disjoint to u

. The set F
	
w

,w

 is called
a set of type C.
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Fig. 4. The sets of type A, of type B, and of typeC, respectively. For the elements of these sets we use the notation with the
"xed points 1,2,3,4,5,6.
Notation. When in the sequel I speak of a set F"u

,2,w of type A, of type B, or of type C,
respectively, then the elements of F will have the notation chosen in Fig. 4.
Lemma 4. Let M be a (2,1)-surface and let FL(M) be a set of type A or of type B or of type C. Let
FL(M) be a set of the same type as F. Then F and F are equivalent.
Proof. Let F"u

,2,w and F"u,2,w be sets of type A. By Lemma 3 we can assume
that u

"u

, u

"u

,2, u"u. We moreover may assume that M is hyperelliptic with hyperel-
liptic involution  such that (u

)"u

, i"1,2,7 (cf. Fig. 3). Now w is disjoint to uuu so
that we have exactly two di!erent possibilities w and w to choose w

, namely, w and w are the
boundary geodesics of the (1,2)-subsurface = containing u

u

u

. Since (=)"= we have
(w)"w so that we can assume that w

"w

. Finally, w

is uniquely determined by the conditions
that w

,w

, u

 is a triple and that w

is disjoint to u

. This implies w

"w

.
If F and F are sets of type B (or of type C), then the proof of the lemma is similar. 
De5nition. Denote by ¹ the TeichmuK ller space of (2,1)-surfaces with variable (positive) length of
the boundary geodesic.
Let M3¹ and let F"v

,2, vL(M) be a set of k elements. Then we shall say that F is
a parametrizing set for ¹ if
¹PR, MC(¸

(v

),2,¸(v))
is an embedding.
Remark. Recall that ¹ is homeomorphic to R
. This fact will be used in the sequel without
comment.
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Fig. 5. In the universal covering.
Theorem 5. Let M be a (2,1)-surface and let F"u

,2,wL(M) be a set of type C. Then F is
a parametrizing set for ¹.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 4, the theorem does not depend on the choice of F. Let R

be the associated
(1,2)-surface to the quintuple F

"u

, u

, u

, u

, u

 and let R

be the associated (1,2)-surface to the
second quintuple F

contained in F. One boundary geodesic of R

is w

, denote the second
boundary geodesic of R

by y

, i"1,2.
The length functions of the elements of F

w

 determine R

(and in particular the length of y

),
i"1,2, see [7].
(ii) Let v3(M) such that u

, u

, v is a triple and such that v is disjoint to u

and u

(as already
noted it follows by Lemma 1 that v is unique). Let F"Fv. Let us see that F is a parametrizing
set for ¹. CutM along the geodesic u

and denote the resulting (1,3)-surface by Q. By (i) we know
the lengths of nine geodesics of Q, namely the two boundary geodesics induced by u

and the seven
geodesics v, u

, u

,w

,w

, y

, y

. It then follows by Schmutz [7] that Q is determined by these
nine length functions. In order to parametrize ¹ it is thus su$cient to show that the twist along
u

is well determined by the length functions of F. But this is ful"lled by the triple u

, u

, u

,
see Corollary 2.
(iii) It remains to show that ¸(v) is determined by the length functions of F. Fix the elements of
F

as well as w

in the universal covering ofM (this is possible by (i) ), cf. Fig. 5. I shall show that the
place of u

is then "xed. Let  be the hyperbolic triangle, embedded in M, such that the sides of
 are contained in u

, u

, and u

(if they intersect in the same point,  is only a point).  is
determined byR

. There remain two possibilities to place in the universal covering, depending on
the orientation of . The (1,2)-surface R

has a homeomorphism  which "xes all inner closed
geodesics of R

, but interchanges the boundary geodesics of R

and changes the orientation of ; if
w

and y

have the same length, then  is the hyperelliptic involution (and only in this case  is
degenerated to a point, cf. [10]). On the other hand, v,w

,w

 is a triple while v,w

, y

 is not
a triple which implies that the orientation of  is determined by the length functions of F. We can
therefore place in the universal covering. This implies that the length functions of F determine the
angle  between u

and u

. Since u

, u

, v is a triple, ¸(v) is determined by  and ¸(u

) and ¸(u

)
(see Corollary 2). 
Theorem 6. Let M be a (2,1)-surface and let F"u

,2,wL(M) be a set of type B. Then F is
a parametrizing set for ¹.
Proof. By Lemma 4, the theorem does not depend on the choice of F.
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Let v3(M) such that u

, u

, v is a triple and such that v is disjoint to u

and u

. Since
vF	u

 is a set of type C, it is su$cient (by Theorem 5) to prove that the length functions of
F determine ¸(v).
Let F

"u

, u

, u

, u

, u

 (which is a quintuple) and R

be the associated (1,2)-surface. Let
R

be the associated (1,2)-surface to the quintuple F

"u

, u

,w

,w

, u

. One boundary geodesic
ofR

is w

, one boundary geodesic of R

is u

. As in the proof of Theorem 5,R

is determined by the
length functions of F, i"1,2. In the (0,3)-subsurface > with boundary geodesics u

, u

,w

let  be
the common orthogonal between w

and u

. Fix w

, , and the elements of F

in the universal
covering ofM. Since R

is determined by the length functions of F, the (oriented) angles of u

with
w

and with u

are also determined. Since the length of  is known, it follows that the place of u

in
the universal covering is determined by the length functions of F. Therefore, the angle  between
u

and u

is determined. As in the proof of Theorem 5, ¸(v) is determined by  and ¸(u

) and
¸(u

). 
Corollary 7. LetM be a (2,1)-surface and let F"u

,2,wL(M) be a set of type B. Let u3(M)
such that u

,w

,w

, u

, u is a quintuple of M. Let F"uF	u

. Then F is a parametrizing set
for ¹.
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Theorem 6. 
Corollary 8. LetM be a (2,1)-surface and let F"u

,2,wL(M) be a set of type B. Let v3(M)
such that u

, u

, v is a triple and such that v is disjoint to u

and u

. Let F"vF	u

. Then F is
a parametrizing set for ¹.
Proof. Let F

be the quintuple u

, u

, u

, u

, u

 and let R be the associated (1,2)-subsurface ofM.
R is determined by ¸(w

) and the length functions of the elements of F

(see [7]). In particular, these
length functions determine ¸(v) where v3(M) is chosen such that v does not intersect u

and
such that u

, u

, v is a triple. Since vF	u

 is a set of type B, the corollary follows by
Theorem 6. 
De5nition. Let M3¹ and let ¹an

(M) be the tangent space of M with respect to ¹ (where the
real-analytic structure of ¹ is given by a set of geodesic length functions). Let 3¹an

(M) and let
u3(M). Then the real number (u) is the derivation, induced by , of the length function ¸(u).
Let F"u

,2, uL(M). Then put
(F)"((u

),2,(u))3R.
Lemma 9. LetM be a (2,1)-surface and let FL(M) be a parametrizing set for¹ with 9 elements. Let
3¹an

(M). Then (F)"0 implies ,0.
Proof. Clear since ¹ is homeomorphic to R
. 
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Remark. Let M be a (2,1)-surface and let F be a set of type B or C of M. We have shown in
Theorems 5 and 6 that F then provides an embedding of ¹ into R
. We cannot prove this in the
case when F is a set of type A; but we can prove that a set of type A provides an immersion of ¹
into R
.
Theorem 10. Let M be a (2,1)-surface and let F"u

,2,wL(M) be a set of type A. Let
3¹an

(M). If (F)"0, then ,0.
Proof. (i) Let v3(M) such that u

, u

, v is a triple and such that v is disjoint to u

and u

. Let
F"vF	u

. ThenF is a set of typeC. LetF
	
"F	u

. SinceF
	
LF the vector "eld  on¹,
de"ned by


3¹an

(M), 

(F
	
)"0, 

(v)"1, M3¹
is well-de"ned and continuous (by Theorem 5 and Lemma 9).
Let s

3(M), i"1, 2, such that s

is disjoint to u

, i"1, 2, and such that w

, u

, s

 and
w

, u

, s

 are triples (s

, i"1, 2, is well de"ned by Lemma 1). Let F

"s

F
	
, i"1, 2. It follows
by Corollary 8 and Lemma 9 that 

(s

)O0, i"1, 2, for allM3¹. Therefore, the sign of 

(s

) is
the same for allM3¹. By symmetry, it follows that the sign of 

(s

) and of 

(s

) is either always
positive or always negative.
Let w3(M) such that w intersects twice u

and such that u

,w

,w is a triple (again, w is well
de"ned by Lemma 1). Let F

"wF
	
. It follows by Corollary 7 and Lemma 9 that 

(w) has the
same sign for all M3¹.
(ii) In Lemma 18 we shall construct a surface M(C)3¹ such that all elements of F have the
same length 2x and such that the boundary geodesic ofM(C) has length 2 with cosh &1.005075.
In ¹ let 
 be a small curve containing M(C) such that for all M3
 we have ¸

(u)"2x for all
u3F
	
. This is possible by Theorem 5. Denote by 2x the length of v. Denote by 2f the length of w.
De"ne
cosh " coshx
coshx/2
.
By the proof of Lemma 18 we then have (for M3
)
sinh f/2"coshx
sinh 
.
Therefore, f grows if x grows (for M3
). It then follows by (i) that 

(w)'0 for all M3¹.
(iii) Let nowM3¹ such thatM has a hyperelliptic involution  with (w

)"w

, (u

)"u

, and
(u

)"u

. It then follows that, in M, w

, u

, and u

intersect in a common point. Let L¹ be
a small curve, starting inM, such that the lengths of all elements of F
	
are constant on  and such
that the length 2x of v is increasing on , attaining its minimum on  in M (this is possible by
Theorem 5). It then follows by (ii) that the length 2 f of w is also increasing on  (attaining its
minimum on  in M).
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Let¹

be a triangle associated to the triple w

, u

, s

, cf. Corollary 2. Let  be the inner angle of
¹

opposite to the side induced by s

. The triple w

, u

,w also de"nes a triangle ¹; let  be the
inner angle of ¹ opposite to the side induced by w. Let further  be the inner angle, opposite to the
side induced by u

, of the triangle given by the triple u

, u

, u

. Since w

, u

, and u

intersect in
a common point, we have
##" (in M). (1)
Note "rst that  is constant on . Let M3, MOM. Since ¸(u

) and ¸(w

) are constant on
 while ¸(w) increases, it follows that  is bigger inM than inM. Assume that inM it is still true
that w

, u

, and u

intersect in a common point. Then (1) holds and it follows that  is smaller inM
than in M. But the latter remains true if w

, u

, and u

do not intersect in a common point since
then (inM) ##( (in a hyperbolic triangle, the sum of the inner angles is smaller than ).
This implies that ¸(s

) decreases on  and it follows by (i) that 

(s

)(0 for all M3¹.
(iv) Assume now that there exists M
	
3¹ and 3¹an

(M
	
) such that (F)"0 and I0. We
may assume without restriction that (v)'0. It then follows by (iii) that (s

)(0 and by (i) that
(s

)(0. Now F

"s

F	u

 is also a set of typeC and we can apply the argument of (i)}(iii) to
F

and the subset F

"F

	s

 since (F

)"0. But (s

)(0 then implies (s

)'0, a contradic-
tion. 
Corollary 11. Let M be a (2,1)-surface and let F"u

,2,wL(M) be a set of type A. Then the
length functions of the nine elements of F parametrize an open neighbourhood of M in ¹.
Proof. Clear by Theorem 10. 
Corollary 12. Let M be a (2,1)-surface and let F"u

,2,wL(M) be a set of type A. Let  be
the vector xeld on ¹ dexned in the proof of Theorem 10. Then 

(u

)(0 for all M3¹.
Proof. It follows by Theorem 10 that the sign of 

(u

) is constant on ¹. Let v be de"ned as in
the proof of Theorem 10 and let  be the angle, opposite to the side induced by v, of the triangle
given by the triple u

, u

, v. Let  be the angle, opposite to the side induced by u

, of the
triangle given by the triple u

, u

, u

. Let  be the angle, opposite to the side induced by u

, of
the triangle given by the triple u

, u

, u

. Let  be the angle, opposite to the side induced by u

,
of the triangle given by the triple u

, u

, u

.
Let M3¹ have a hyperelliptic involution such that u

, u

, u

, u

all intersect in the same point.
Then
###" (in M).
Let L¹ be a small curve, starting in M, such that the lengths of all elements of F	u

 are
constant on  and such that the length of v is increasing on , attaining its minimum on  in M.
Then  and  are constant on  while  is increasing on  (attaining its minimum on  inM). For
M3 we have ###) and it follows that  is smaller in M than in M (if MOM).
This implies 

(u

)(0. 
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3. Systoles of (2,1)-surfaces
De5nition. (i) A systole of a surfaceM is a shortest element of (M). By S(M) is denoted the set of
systoles of M.
(ii) Denote by ¹() the TeichmuK ller space of (2,1)-surfaces with a boundary geodesic of length 2.
(iii) We denote by¹an(M) the tangent space ofM3¹() with respect to¹(). Let 3¹an(M). For
u3(M) and FL(M) we de"ne (u) and (F) analogously as in the case 3¹an

(M).
(iv) Let u3(M). Then 

3¹an(M) is the vector induced by the (unit speed) twist deformation
along u.
(v) A subset FL(M) is said to xll up if every u3(M) is intersected by some element of F.
Lemma 13. Let M be a (2,1)-surface.
(i) The elements of S(M) mutually intersect at most once.
(ii) If two elements u and v of S(M) are homologous and 2x is their length, then coshx)1#2.
(iii) Let S(M) xll up. Then every element of S(M) is non-separating. Moreover, if u and v are two
diwerent elements of S(M), then u and v are not homologous.
Proof. Condition (i) is obvious, cf. [8]. If u, v3S(M) are homologous and non-separating (uOv),
then, by (i), u and v are disjoint and moreover, M	u, v is not connected. More precisely, u and
v are the boundary geodesics of a (1,2)-subsurface. Condition (ii) then follows by Schmutz [8]. If an
element u of S(M) is separating and of length 2x, then coshx(1#2 was proved in [8].
Assume now that S(M) "lls up. By (i), every element of S(M) is then non-separating. Assume that
u, v3S(M) are homologous and let 2x"¸(u). It then follows that coshx)1#2 (by (ii)) and that
u, v are the boundary geodesic of a (1,2)-subsurface N. Since S(M) "lls up, there exists an element
w3S(M) which intersects once u and once v. Let>"M	N;> is a (0,3)-subsurface. Let w

"w>.
The length of w

becomes minimal if the boundary geodesic z of M has length 0 and if w

is
a common orthogonal between u and v. It follows that
sinh(¸(w

)/2)* 1
sinhx
. (2)
Let w

"wN. There exists a (0,3)-subsurface > of N which contains w

; u and v are boundary
geodesics of >, the third boundary geodesic z of > is separating in M. With "xed x, w

becomes
minimal if w

is a common orthogonal of u and v and if z is minimal. The latter is the case if in the
(1,1)-subsurface bounded by z, there are three systoles. It follows that
cosh(¸(w

)/2)* coshx
cosh(x/2)
. (3)
It follows by (2) and by (3) that
x*sinh
1
sinhx#cosh
cosh x
cosh(x/2). (4)
But this is impossible for coshx)1#2 since equality holds in (4) only for coshx&2.873. 
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Theorem 14. For every *0 there exists M(A)3¹() such that the set of systoles S(M(A)) is a set of
type A. Furthermore, M(A) is unique up to isometry.
Proof. (i) By Lemma 4 the theorem does not depend on the set of type A.
(ii) LetM(3) be the extremal surface of genus 3 with 24 systoles, found in [8]. Let z
	
be a shortest
separating geodesic of M(3) (z
	
is the boundary geodesic of a (1,1)-subsurface which contains
a triple of systoles); denote by 2
	
the length of z
	
. z
	
separates M(3) into a (2,1)-surface M and
a (1,1)-surface. It follows by Schmutz [8] that F :"S(M) is of type A. This proves the existence of
M(A) in the case of "
	
.
(iii) Fix *0 and let M"M(A)3¹(). Let F"u

,2,w be the corresponding set of type A.
Let v be de"ned as in the proof of Theorem 10. Then F"vF	u

 is a set of type C. It follows
by Lemma 4 that M has a self-homeomorphism  (which is an orientation reversing involution)
such that (v)"v and (F)"F. Since all elements of F	v have the same length, it follows by
Theorem 5 that  is an isometry of M. The same argument implies thatM has a symmetry group
S(A) of order 6, isomorphic to the symmetric group of three letters.
Let K be the (1,1)-subsurface which is associated to the triple u

, u

, u

. Let R be the
(1,2)-subsurface corresponding to M	K. Denote by z the boundary geodesic of K and by z and
z the boundary geodesics of R. Note that S(A) leavesK andR invariant. It easily follows thatK and
R are determined by ¸(z) and ¸(z). In ¹() we therefore have a one-parameter family, containing
M and parametrized by ¸(z), of surfaces which have the symmetry group S(A). Let 3¹an(M) be
the vector corresponding to this family. Then  is a multiple of
"

#

#

!

!

!

.
Let  be the angle, opposite to the side induced by v, of the triangle given by the triple u

, u

, v. Let

 be an angle in the triangle given by the triple u

, u

, u

; since this triangle is equilateral we have
cos 
'0. By the argument in the proof of Corollary 12 we have #
(. Then (see for example
[5])
(u

)"cos 
#cos '0. (5)
Let w3(M) such that u

,w

,w

, u

,w is a quintuple. Let  be the angle, opposite to the side
induced by w, in the triangle given by the triple w

, u

,w. Again by the proof of Corollary 12 we
have 
#(. It follows that
(u

)"!2 cos 
!2 cos(0. (6)
Let 3¹an(M) with (u)*0 for all u3F. By the action of S(A) we then obtain 3¹an(M),
invariant with respect to S(A), such that (u)*0 for all u3F. It follows by (5) and (6) that ,0.
Assume now that there exists a surface M3¹(), MOM, such that the elements of F all have
the same length in M. Assume without restriction that ¸

(u) ¸

(u), u3F. By Thurston [13],
there then exists an earthquake path 
L¹() from M to M. Since length functions are convex
along earthquake paths by Kerckho! [5], it follows that 
 induces 3¹an(M) with (u)*0 for all
u3F. But this would imply ,0, a contradiction. This proves uniqueness of M(A).
(iv) It follows by Corollary 11 that there exists a surface M(A), such that the elements of F all
have length 2x (inM(A)), for values of x in an open interval I (I is not empty by (ii)). The boundary
points of I correspond to the boundary of ¹ which here must correspond to a closed geodesic of
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length zero. Since F "lls up, only the boundary geodesic z can become zero. The boundary points of
I thus correspond to surfaces with 2"0. Since there is at most one such surface by (iii), it follows
that for every *0 there exists a uniqueM(A)3¹() with a set F of typeA such that all elements of
F have the same length.
(v) It remains to show that F"S(M(A)). Since this is true for "
	
, it is su$cient to show that
no surfaceM(A) can have a set of systoles which strictly contains F. Assume that S(M(A))MFu
with u ,3F. By Lemma 13 all systoles are in di!erent homology classes and by the notation
introduced in the previous section we can denote the classes by the `"xed pointsa as in Fig. 4.
Denote by; the homology class of u. Assume that;"(14). Then u does not intersect u

u

w

.
(M) has only two elements with this property, namely an s, de"ned by the property that s, v, u

 is
a triple and (s) for an orientation reversing involution ofM(A). Since s and (s) are homologous,
u cannot be one of them by Lemma 13. The same argument excludes;"(25) and (36). So assume
that ;"(15). Then u does not intersect K and must lie in the (1,2)-subsurface R. But by
construction, the systoles of R are longer than the systoles of K. The same argument excludes that
;"(16) or (56). This shows that M(A) cannot have an additional systole u. 
De5nition. De"ne by R(x) a (1,2)-surface which has one boundary geodesic of length 2x and
a quintuple of systoles of length 2x.
Lemma 15. Let 2y be the length of the second boundary geodesic of R(x). Then
(i)
cosh y#coshx
sinhx
(7)
grows if x grows.
(ii) y"y(x) is a strictly growing function of x and y(x)"0 for cosh x&2.23179.
Proof. By Schmutz [7] y is determined by x. Therefore, (7) is a function of x. Let >() be
a (0,3)-subsurface of M with three boundary geodesics of length 2x. Let  be the length of
a common orthogonal (in >()) between two (di!erent) boundary geodesics. Let >(t) be a (0,3)-
subsurface ofMwith two boundary geodesics of length 2x and one boundary geodesic of length 2y.
Let t be the length of the common orthogonal (in >(t)) between the two boundary geodesics of
length 2x. Note that  decreases if x increases and that
cosh t"cosh y#coshx
sinhx
. (8)
Let F"u

,2, u be the quintuple of systoles in R(x). Recall (see [8]) that u,2, u form the
boundary of two isometric embedded quadrilaterals, let Q be one of them. The two orthogonals
between opposite sides in Q are of length  and t, respectively. Q has an orientation preserving
involution which is a -rotation around the centre Z of Q.
Let (x) be a triangle induced by a triple of F. The three sides a, b, c of (x) have length x (see
Corollary 2). On one side of (x) lies the point Z, let the notation be such that Z lies on c. Let s(a)
and s(b) be the orthogonals (in (x)) from Z onto the sides a and b, respectively. Let the notation be
such that s(a) has length /2 and s(b) has length t/2. Let x'x and let (x) be a corresponding
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Fig. 6. The triangles (x) (thick lines) and (x).
triangle with sides a, b, c of length x and the centreZ on the side c. Place(x) such that cLc and
such that the centre of c is identi"ed with the centre of c, cf. Fig. 6. Assume that Z is identi"ed with
Z. Then ' and t't. Since  decreases if x increases, it follows that t increases if x increases.
Hence (8) proves (i).
It follows by (i) that y(x) grows with x. The value coshx&2.23179 is obtained by a calcu-
lation. 
Theorem 16. Let *0 be real. Then there existsM"M(B)3¹() such that the set S(M) is of type B.
Furthermore, M(B) is unique up to isometry.
Proof. (i) In [8] was described a closed surface of genus 3, denoted by¹(xy), which has 22 systoles.
Let z
	
be a shortest separating closed geodesic of ¹(xy), cut ¹(xy) along z
	
and denote byM	 the
resulting (2,1)-surface (
	
stands for half of the length of z
	
). It follows by the description of¹(xy) in
[8] that the set S(M	) is a set of type B.
(ii) Let F"S(M	)"u,2,w. Let the (1,2)-subsurface R be de"ned as in the proof of
Theorem 6, i"1,2. One boundary geodesic of R

is in F, denote the second by y

. Note further that
M	 has an orientation preserving involution  with (F)"F and (u)"u (by Lemma 4 and
Theorem 6).
LetM3¹() have a set F of type B such that all elements of F have the same length 2x.  acts as
element of the mapping class group on M. Since (F)"F, it follows by Theorem 6 that  is an
isometry ofM. CutM along u

, u

, and w

. This cutsM into a (0,3)-surface> and a (0,4)-surfaceX.
The restriction of  remains an isometry on > and on X, respectively. X has three boundary
geodesics in F, the fourth is z (the boundary geodesic of M). X further contains y

and y

which
have the same length 2y. Let t

be the common orthogonal inX between u

and u

which does not
intersect y

. Let t

be the common orthogonal inX between u

and w

which does not intersect y

.
t

and t

have the same length t. Therefore, and by the isometry , we have
cosh (/2)"cosh t sinhx sinh (x/2)!cosh x cosh (x/2)
"coshx cosh (x/2)(cosh t tanhx tanh (x/2)!1). (9)
Note that x, y, t are de"ned as in Lemma 15. Therefore, if x grows, then t grows. It follows by (9)
that  grows if x grows. Therefore, for a "xed , there exists (up to isometry) at most one
(2,1)-surface with a set F of type B such that all elements of F have the same length. The existence
follows by Theorem 6 and by the same argument as in part (iv) of the proof of Theorem 14.
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(iii) It remains to show that F is the set of systoles of M(B). This is true for M	. It is therefore
su$cient to show that no surfaceM(B) can have a set of systoles which strictly contains F. Assume
thatM"M(B) exists with S(M)MFu for a geodesic u F. By Lemma 13 all elements of S(M)
are in di!erent homology classes. We use the notation introduced in the previous section, cf. Fig. 4.
Let; be the homology class of u. If;"(16) or (25), then(u) is homologous to u. This implies that
u"(u) which however is impossible ( has only one "xed point inM which implies that a systole
vwith (v)"v does not intersect the three geodesics u

, u

,w

). Assume that;"(15). Then u and
u"(u) are di!erent and disjoint (u is in the homology class (26)). Let Q be the (1,1)-subsurface
containing u

and u

. LetQ be the (1,1)-subsurface containing u

and w

. Since (Q)"Q and since
u is disjoint to Q and to u, it follows that u lies in Q. Therefore, u, u

, u

 is a triple. It follows that
uF	u

 is a set of type A, contradicting Theorem 14. This excludes;"(15) or (26). So assume
that ;"(14). An analogous argument with the (1,1)-subsurface containing u

and u

then implies
that u, u

, u

 is a triple. But then the intersection angles of u

with u

and u

are the same as the
intersection angles of u

with u

and u

which is absurd. This excludes;"(14) and (36) and shows
that u cannot exist. 
Remark. The proofs of Theorems 14 and 16 were considerably simpli"ed by the fact that we could
use the closed surfacesM(3) andM(xy) of genus 3. In the case of sets of type C we do not have such
a help, therefore, the treatment of this case is more complicated.
Lemma 17. Let M be a (1,2)-surface and F"u

,2, uL(M) a quintuple such that u, u, u, u
have the same length. Let 2b

, i"1,2, be the length of the boundary geodesics of M. Then M is
partitioned into four copies of a right-angled hexagon H which has three sides of length b

/2, b

/2, and
¸(u

)/2 (such that these three sides are mutually not neighbours in H).
Proof. Cut M along u

, the result is a (0,4)-surface X. Since u

, u

, u

, u

have the same length,
X has two orientation reversing involutions  and . More precisely, the symmetrical axis of 
has two connected components which are common orthogonals between b

and b

while the
symmetrical axis of  has four connected components which are common orthogonals between the
boundary geodesics of X. Cutting X along the symmetrical axes of  and  yields the partition of
M into four isometric right-angled hexagons (cf. Fig. 7). 
Lemma 18. There exists a (2,1)-surfaceM(C) which has a set F of type C of nine geodesics of length 2x
with coshx"2.662. For the length 2 of the boundary geodesic of M(C) we have cosh &1.005075.
Proof. Let  be de"ned by
cosh " cosh x
coshx/2
(&1.9673) (10)
and let f be de"ned by
sinh f/2"coshx
sinh 
(&1.5713). (11)
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Fig. 7. The hexagon H associated to a (1,2)-surface M. The parts of the symmetrical axes of  and  are denoted by
 and , respectively.
Let R be a (1,2)-surface with one boundary geodesic u of length 2x and a quintuple
u

,w

,w

, u

,w such that u

,w

,w

, and u

have length 2x and w has length 2 f. Let q be the
second boundary geodesic of R and 2y its length. We obtain by a calculation that
cosh y/2&1.8874
which shows thatR is well de"ned (we of course need that cosh y/2'1). By the proof of Lemma 17,
R has a common orthogonal d (of length d by abuse of notation) between u and q which intersects
once (orthogonally) w and which is part of the symmetrical axis of an orientation reversing
involution 

of R. We obtain by a calculation that
d&2.0354.
Let 2!d"s. By (10) we have s'0. Let > be a (0,3)-surface with boundary geodesics a, b, z such
that ¸(a)"¸(q), ¸(b)"2x, and such that the unique common orthogonal o between a and b has
length s. We obtain by a calculation that
cosh (¸(z)/2)&1.005075
which shows that > is well de"ned (again we need cosh (¸(z)/2)'1). Let 
	
be the orientation
reversing involution of>which "xes all boundary geodesics. GlueR and> along q and a such that
the resulting (1,3)-surface Q has an orientation reversing involution  with R"

, >"
	
and such that ¹"do is a (connected) geodesic segment in Q (Q is well de"ned by these two
conditions; in fact, the second implies the "rst). Denote by u, b, z the boundary geodesics of Q; recall
that ¸(¹)"2.
Let < be the (0,3)-subsurface of Q with boundary geodesics u and b and which contains ¹. Glue
u and b (ofQ) such that  remains an involution of the resulting (2,1)-surfaceM and such that in the
resulting (1,1)-subsurface= ofM, corresponding to <, there are three geodesics u

, u

, u

of length
2x; the latter is possible by (10) (the notation is such that u

corresponds to u and b).
Let FL(M) be the set of type C which contains the geodesics u

, u

, u

, u

, u

,w

, and w

;
denote by u

and u

the last two elements of F (the notation is as in Fig. 4). In M, w, u

, u

are
disjoint and the boundary geodesics of a (0,3)-subsurface X. Let  be the part of the symmetrical
axis of  inX. Since u

, u

,w

,w

all have equal length, it follows that ¸()"¸(¹). Since ¸(¹)"2
and since (u

)"u

, it follows by (11) that ¸(u

)"¸(u

)"2x. Therefore, M can be chosen as
M(C). 
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Fig. 8. The hexagon H associated to the (1,2)-subsurface R.
Lemma 19. Let *0. LetM3¹() be a surface containing a set F of type C such that all elements of
F have the same length 2x. Let *0. LetM3¹() be a surface containing a set F of type C such that
all elements of F have the same length 2x. Then x'x implies '.
Proof. It follows by Theorem 5 and by the proof of Lemma 18 thatM andM can be obtained by
the same construction asM(C) in the proof of Lemma 18. We therefore can use the notation of that
proof where in the case of M we add a prime for each symbol. We assume that x'x.
(i) In the (1,3)-subsurfaceQ, we have de"ned¹ as the common orthogonal between the boundary
geodesics u and b which is part of the symmetrical axis of .¹ is partitioned by the geodesics w and
q into three parts, their lengths are denoted by d

, i"1,2,3, such that d

is between u and w and d

is
between q and b. We then have
¸(¹)"d

#d

#d

"2 (12)
and
cosh "cosh d

sinhx sinh y!coshx cosh y.
We shall show that d

'd

and y'y from which it follows by the last equation that '.
(ii) Cut the (1,2)-subsurfaceR along w and letH be the induced right-angled hexagon (cf. Lemma
17). H has sides of length x/2, y/2, f, d

and d

(cf. Fig. 8). Denote by  the length of the common
orthogonal between the side of length f and its opposite side in H. This orthogonal separates the
side of length f into two parts of length f

where f

is a neighbour of d

, i"1,2. Assume that d

'd

.
It then follows that ' which implies f 

(f

. If f 'f, it follows that f 

'f

, hence y'y and
d

(d

. Assume further that !d

'!d

. Since ' by (10) and since d

(d

it follows by
(12) that d

'd

and we are done (by (i)). It is thus su$cient to show that f 'f (see (iii)), d

'd

(see (iv)), and !d

'!d

(see (v)).
(iii) By (11) and (10) we have
sinh f/2"coshx
sinh 
" coshx coshx/2
coshx!coshx/2
from which we obtain
sinh f/2" 1
1/coshx/2!1/coshx . (13)
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A calculation yields that the right-hand side in (13) is a strictly growing function with respect to x as
long as coshx'2.148 (which holds by Lemma 15). It therefore follows that f 'f.
(iv) From the hexagon H introduced in (ii) we obtain
1
sinh d

"sinhx/2
cosh 
"sinhx/2cosh f/2
coshx
and it follows, applying (10) and (11), that
1
sinh d

"sinhx/2
1
coshx
# 1
sinh "
sinhx/2
coshx
# 1
4!1/cosh x/2. (14)
It follows from the last term in (14) that d

'd

.
(v) Put
A :"sinh coshd
cosh sinh d

. (15)
Applying the "rst equation in (14) as well as the identity cosh d

/sinhd

"1#1/sinh d

we
obtain
A"sinh 
cosh 
#sinhx/2
sinh 
cosh  coshx
# 1
cosh .
Applying (10) this yields
A"cosh  coshx!coshx#sinhx/2 cosh #sinh x/2 sinhx
cosh  coshx
"coshx!coshx(coshx/2!sinhx/2)#sinhx/2 sinhx coshx/2
coshx
"1! 1
coshx
# sinhx
4 coshx
(16)
which proves that A"A(x) is a strictly growing function of x.
We further note that
sinh(!d

)"sinh  cosh d

!cosh  sinh d

"cosh  sinh d

(A(x)!1).
Since A(x) is a strictly growing function, since ', and since d

'd

(by (iv)), it follows that
!d

'!d

. 
Lemma 20. LetM"M(C) be the (2,1)-surface constructed in Lemma 18. Let F be the set of type C in
M such that all elements of F have the same length 2x. Let a3(M) such that a intersects an element
u3F more than once. Then sinh(¸(a)/4)sinh(x/2)*1.
Proof. Cut M along u, denote by Q the resulting (1,3)-surface and by c

and c

the boundary
geodesics of Q induced by u. Let a

,2, a be the connected components of a in Q, k*2. If there
exists a component a

which `starts end endsa on the same boundary geodesic ofQ, then the lemma
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is clear by hyperbolic trigonometry. The same is true if there are two components a

, a


which are
not homotopic and which connect c

and c

.
There remains the possibility that a and u lie in a common (1,1)-subsurface A of M. Let
k

, k

31, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 be the "xed points through which u passes. Let h be the boundary geodesic of
A. Then there exists k

31, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 such that h intersects at least all elements of F which passes
through one of the "xed points k

, k

, k

. Since F is of type C, F has an element u, disjoint to u,
which passes through k

. Therefore, umust intersect amore than once. Since a and u cannot lie in
a common (1,1)-subsurface of M, we are done. 
Lemma 21. LetM(C) be the (2,1)-surface constructed in Lemma 18. Then the set F of type C is the set of
systoles of M(C).
Proof. (i) We use the notation of the proof of Lemma 18. Let M"M(C). Let u3(M) with
¸(u) 2x. By Lemma 20, u intersects each element of F at most once. Let; be the homology class
of u. Assume that there exists b3F such that the homology class of b is ;. Then b and u are the
boundary geodesics of a (1,2)-subsurface R(;). Since cosh x'1#2, it follows that R(;)
contains (in the interior) a simple closed geodesic u which is smaller than 2x (cf. Lemma 13 and
[8]). There cannot be an element c3F in the homology class of u since c would intersect twice one
of b or u which is forbidden.
We therefore may assume in the sequel that there exists u3(M) with ¸(u) 2x such that
the homology class ; of u is di!erent from the homology classes of the elements of F. Note
that if ;O(15), then the proof of Lemma 20 shows that ; cannot contain uOu with
¸(u) 2x.
(ii) By a calculation, we have cosh(¸(v)/2)&3.127 which implies uOv (v is de"ned as in the proof
of Theorem 5). If ;"(36) then u intersects twice an element of Fv which is excluded by the
proof of Lemma 20 since (sinh¸(v)/4)(sinhx/2)(1. If;"(14) then umust be a boundary geodesic
of the (1,2)-subsurface of M which contains u

, u

,w

. It follows that u intersects (u) which is not
allowed. This excludes;"(14) as well as;"(25). If;"(26) then umust be a boundary geodesic
of the (1,2)-subsurface R(u) of M which contains u

, u

, u

. One boundary geodesic of R(u) is r,
de"ned by the condition that r,w

, u

 is a triple. For the other boundary geodesic r of R(u) we
have that (r) intersects r which again is not allowed. So assume that u"r. But then the triangle
(embedded inM), induced by u

, u

,w

must contain one of the isometric triangles induced by the
triple u

, u

, u

 which is absurd. This excludes the case ;"(26) as well as the case ;"(46). We
remain with ;"(15). If u is disjoint to v, then uO(u). Since u and (u) then do not lie in
a common (1,1)-subsurface, the proof of Lemma 20 yields a contradiction. By the same argument,
u and v must lie in a common (1,1)-subsurface if u intersects v. It follows that u is contained in the
(1,1)-surface associated to the triple w

,w

, v, but then clearly ¸(u)'¸(v). 
Theorem 22. Let *0 be real.
(i) Then there exists M"M(C)3¹() which has a set FL(M) of type C such that all elements of
F have the same length 2x. Furthermore, M(C) is unique up to isometry.
(ii) F is the set of systoles of M.
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Proof. The uniqueness of M(C) follows by Theorem 5 and Lemma 19. By Lemma 18,M(C) exists
for "
	
&cosh 1.005075 and coshx"2.662. Assertion (i) then follows by Theorem 5 and by
the same argument as in part (iv) of the proof of Theorem 14.
For "
	
and coshx"2.662 it was already proved in Lemma 21 that F is the set of systoles. It
is thus su$cient to show that no surfaceM(C) can have a set of systoles which strictly contains F.
So assume that the elements of F are systoles and that uF is a further systole ofM(C). Let; be the
homology class of u. Assume that;"(26) (with the notation of Fig. 4). It follows by the argument
in the proof of Lemma 21 that u"r where r is de"ned as in that proof. But then uF strictly
contains a set of type B which contradicts Theorem 16. By symmetry this also excludes the case
;"(46). Assume that ;"(14). It follows as in the proof of Lemma 21 that u and (u) intersects
more than once which is excluded. By symmetry this also excludes the case ;"(25).
Let F

LF be the quintuple containing u

, let F

LF be the quintuple containing u

. Let R

be
the (1,2)-surface associated to F

, i"1,2. One boundary geodesic of F

is w

, denote by y

the second
one, i"1,2. Let R(w) be the (1,2)-surface associated to the quintuple u

, u

, y

, y

, v. Then the
symmetrical axis of  has two components 

, i"1,2, in R(w), where the notation is such that


L¹ (de"ned as in the proof of Lemma 18). Since¸(y

)'2x, it follows that 

'

. Assume now
that ;"(36). Then u is a boundary geodesic of the (1,2)-subsurface R(f) containing u

, u

, u

. One
boundary geodesic of R(f) is w of length 2f (de"ned as in the proof of Lemma 18). It follows by (10)
and (11) that w is always longer than 2x which excludes u"w. The second boundary geodesic w of
R(f) is in R(w). LetX be the (0,3)-subsurface with boundary geodesics w, u

, u

. Let  be the part of
the symmetrical axis of  inX. It follows by 

'

that (¹. This implies ¸(w)'¸(w) (by the
proof of Lemma 18) which excludes u"w and proves that ;"(36) is impossible.
We remain with the case;"(15). Then u"v is impossible since Fv contains a set of type A.
Since (u)"u there remain three possibilities for u in the (1,2)-subsurface containing u

, u

,w

,w

.
If u,w

,w

 or u, y

, y

 is a triple, then clearly ¸(u)'¸(v). It remains the possibility that u, u

,w
are the boundary geodesics of a (0,3)-subsurface Z. Then 

is the common orthogonal in
Z between w and u

while the common orthogonal in Z between u and u

is part of 

. Since


'

it follows that ¸(u)'¸(w) and we are done. 
4. A cell decomposition of ¹()
De5nition. (i) For a (g, n)-surface M let ¹(M) denote the TeichmuK ller space of M containing all
(g, n)-surfaces which have boundary geodesics of the same length as M.
(ii) Let F"u

,2, uL(M) "ll up. De"ne
Min(F)"M3¹(M) : ∀ 3¹an(M), either (F)"0
or  u, v3F, (u)'0, (v)(0.
De"ne further
cl(Min(F))"M3¹(M): x 3¹an(M), (u)'0,∀ u3F.
Lemma 23. LetM3¹(g, n) and let FL(M) be a xnite set which xlls up. ThenM3cl(Min(F)) if and
only if for all M3¹(g,n), MOM, there exists u3F such that u is strictly longer in M than in M.
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Proof. If there exists 3¹an(M) with (u)'0 for all u3F, then clearly, there exists M3¹(g, n)
such that all elements of F are strictly shorter in M than in M.
Assume that there existsM3¹(g,n), MOM, such that no u3F is strictly longer inM than in
M; we have to prove that M  cl(Min(F)). By Thurston [13] there exists an earthquake path 
 in
¹(g, n) from M to M and by Kerckho! [5] all geodesic length functions are convex along 
. It
follows that 
 induces 3¹an(M) with (u)*0, ∀u3F. Moreover, if (u)"0, then ¸(u) is constant
along 
. Let FLF such that (u)"0, ∀u3F and (u)'0, ∀u3F	F. If F is empty, it follows that
M  cl(Min(F)). So assume that F is not empty. By Kerckho! [5] it then follows that F does not "ll
up. By the argument of Thurston [14], explained also in [3], there then exists 3¹an(M) with
(u)'0 for all u3F. By an appropriate linear combination of  and  we then obtain 3¹an(M)
with (u)'0 for all u3F and therefore M  cl(Min(F)). 
Remark. If FL(M) does not "ll up, then Min(F) can also be de"ned, but is empty by a similar
argument as in the proof of Lemma 23.
Theorem 24. Let M3¹(), let FL(M) be a set of type A, of type B, or of type C.
(a) Then Min(F)L¹() is a contractible open set.
(b) Let FLF xll up. Then cl(Min(F)) is a closed cell of dimension F!1.
(c) cl(MinF))"

Min(F), where F ranges over subsets of F which xll up.
Proof. (i) LetM3Min(F) and 3¹an(M) with (F)"0. It then follows by Theorem 10, Theorem 6
and Lemma 9 that ,0. Therefore, for every non-zero 3¹an(M) there exist u, v3F such that
(u)'0 and (v)(0. This is an open condition so that Min(F) is open.
(ii) Let F"u

, u

,2, u
. Let k"9 and let a"(a,2, a)3R, such that a'0 for all
i"1,2, k, and a"1 (the standard norm in Euclidean space R); a is called a positive vector of
norm 1. We claim that there exists a unique M

3¹(g, n) such that the scalar product
a, (¸

(u

),2,¸(u)), M3¹() (17)
attains its unique minimum inM

. The existence of such a minimum follows since F "lls up and we
therefore can restrict to a compact subset of¹(). As for uniqueness assume that the scalar product
in (17) takes its minimum in M

and in M

. Along an earthquake path between M

and M

the
scalar product in (17) is strictly convex by the convexity of length functions along earthquake paths;
contradiction. This shows uniqueness. We therefore can de"ne a function 

(aCM

) from the
subset ALR of positive vectors of norm 1 to ¹().
Let now a3A and M

"

(a). It follows that a is orthogonal to (F) for all 3¹an(M

). This
implies thatM

3Min(F). On the other hand, if M3Min(F), then, by de"nition, there exists a

3A
in the orthogonal complement of (F): 3¹an(M) in R. It follows thatM"

(a) and hence that
Min(F) equals the image of 

.
Moreover, by Theorems 10, 6, 5, and Lemma 9, it follows that this a

3A is unique for
M3Min(F) so that 

is injective and 

is well de"ned. It again follows by Theorems 10, 6, 5, and
Lemma 9, that 

is continuous. Since 

clearly is proper (F "lls up), this proves that 

is
a homeomorphism onto Min(F). Since A is contractible, it follows that Min(F) is contractible.
This, together with (i), proves (a).
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(iii) Let FLF "ll up. It follows by the same argument as in (ii) thatMin(F) is contractible and
homeomorph to R with m"F!1. It follows by de"nition that cl(Min(F)) is the closure of
Min(F) in ¹() which proves (b).
(iv) Let nowM3cl(Min(F))	Min(F). There then exists a non-trivial 3¹an(M) such that (u)*0
for all u3F. For all such  let 3¹an(F) be that vector such that the order of the subset
F"u3F : (u)"0 is minimal. ThenM3Min(F) by the minimal property of . SinceMin(F) is
not empty, F "lls up. 
Remark. The de"nitions ofMin(F) and cl(Min(F)) as well as Lemma 23 and Theorem 24 have "rst
appeared in [9] in a somewhat more general context. For the convenience of the reader, I have
provided here complete proofs.
De5nition. LetM be a (2,1)-surface. Denote byV the set of all sets in (M) of type A or type B or
type C.
Notation. (i) The (2,1)-surfaces M(A), M(B), and M(C) are de"ned as in the previous section.
(ii) In the sequel, A3V is of type A, B3V is of type B, and C3V is of type C.
Theorem 25. For every *0 we have
¹()"
V
cl(Min(F)).
Proof. (i) Let F
	
be a subset of 8 elements of one ofA, B, C. Up to equivalence, F
	
is then one of
the 8 sets described in Fig. 9 and it follows by this description that F
	
is contained in exactly two
di!erent sets D

and D

in V. Let u"D

	F
	
and let v"D

	F
	
. Let M3Min(F
	
) (which
implies that M3cl(Min(D

)), i"1,2). It follows by Theorem 24 that Min(F
	
) has dimension 7 and
that there exists an, up to a scalar factor, unique 3¹an(M) such that (F
	
)"0 and (u)O0,
(v)O0. Moreover, the sign of (u) and of (v) is always di!erent in the eight cases described in
Fig. 9. This has been proved in Corollary 12 if F
	
has type I in Fig. 9. For the other types an
analogous argument applies.
Let 
L¹() be the earthquake path, starting in M, corresponding to . Since (w)*0 for all
w3D

, it follows that 
Min(D

) is empty (geodesic length functions are convex along earthquake
paths). Since (u) and (v) have di!erent signs and since Min(F
	
)Lcl(Min(D

)), i"1,2, it follows
that Min(D

) and Min(D

) are disjoint in a neighbourhood of Min(F
	
).
(ii) LetM3¹(). Then there exists an open neighbourhood; in¹() such that; has non-empty
intersection with cl(Min(F)) for only a "nite number of elements F3V. This is true by the following
argument.
Observe "rst that it is enough to prove this statement separately for sets of types A}C. We prove
the statement for sets of type A, the other cases are analogous.
Let F

be a set of type A with M3Min(F

). Let
¸"max¸

(u) : u3F

.
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Fig. 9. The di!erent types for the set F
	
(thick lines) with 8 elements. The geodesics u and v are drawn by thin lines. For
each type are indicated the two sets in A,B,C which contain F
	
.
Let '0 and let
Z"v3(M) : ¸

(v)(¸#.
Then Z(R. Let
;"M3¹() : ∀v3(M) with ¸

(v) ¸, we have v3Z.
Then ; is an open neighbourhood of M in ¹().
LetF be the set of the sets F of type A withMin(F);O. Let F3F and letM3Min(F);. It
follows by Lemma 23 (and since sets of typeA are equivalent) that there exists v3Fwith ¸

(v)(¸.
This implies v3Z by the de"nition of ;. If F is in"nite, then (since Z is a "nite set) there exists
an in"nite subset F

LF such that each element F3F

contains the same simple closed
geodesic v and such that moreover, this v is chosen such that F	v and F	v are still
equivalent for all F,F3F

. Repeating this argument we obtain a contradiction showing thus that
F is "nite.
(iii) Let
K"
V
cl(Min(F)).
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It follows by (ii) that K is closed in ¹(). Since ¹() is connected, it is thus su$cient to prove that
everyM3K has an open neighbourhood inK. If there exists F3V such thatM3Min(F), then this
follows by Theorem 24. Assume that M3Min(F
	
) where F
	
is one of the sets of 8 elements of
Figure 9. By (i) there then are exactly two sets D

and D

inV containing F
	
and it follows by (i)
that Min(F
	
)Min(D

)Min(D

) contains an open neighbourhood of M (in K).
Therefore, by Theorem 24, K is open in all points except may-be in a subset of at least
co-dimension 2. But sinceK is closed and locally "nite, such a subset must be empty andK is open
in all points. 
Theorem 26. Let *0. LetM3¹() be a surface with the longest systole in ¹(). ThenM is isometric
to one of M(A), M(B), M(C).
Proof. By Theorem 25 we know that M3cl(Min(D)) where D3V. Assume that D is of type A. It
follows by Lemma 23 (and by the existence ofM(A)) thatM is isometric toM(A). If D is of type B or
of type C, then the same argument shows thatM is isometric toM(B) or toM(C), respectively. 
Remark. (i) In the table below, the length of the systole (which is taken as 2x) is compared forM(A),
M(B), andM(C) for di!erent values of . It seems that for every "xed  the surfaceM(A)3¹() has
the longest systole, but a formal proof may be quite di$cult. On the other hand, for small values of
, the systole of M(B) is longer than that of M(C), but this changes for larger . (The values of the
table are only approximate of course.)
(ii) It follows by Theorem 14 and its proof thatM(A)3¹() is extremal for all *0 (meaning that
M(A) provides a local maximum in ¹() for the length of the systole). The same fact can be proved
for the surfaces M(B). But for M(C) we observe the surprising fact that for small values of , the
surfaceM(C)3¹() is not extremal while for large values of  it is! In other words, for small values
of ,M(C)3¹() is an example of a perfect non-extremal surface, cf. [11]. (If coshx'5.8 thenM(C)
is always extremal, but this is not the exact value.)
cosh  coshx for M(A) coshx for M(B) coshx for M(C)
1 2.69968 2.68475 2.66172
10 2.97913 2.95197 2.91988
100 3.64078 3.58421 3.56040
1000 4.85627 4.73395 4.77337
10000 6.91396 6.64681 6.83869
Theorem 27. For every *0 we have
¹()"

Min(F),
where F ranges over subsets (which xll up) of elements of V, and this is a disjoint union.
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Proof. By Theorem 25 we have only to show that this union is disjoint.
(i) Assume that a surface in ¹() with the longest systole is isometric toM(A) (compare Theorem
26). Let
X(A)"
$
Min(F), F "lls up, FOA, D3V
be de"ned as a subset of ¹(). It follows by the proof of Theorem 25 that
X(A)Min(A)
is either Min(A) or empty.
It follows by Lemma 23 that M(A)3Min(A). We shall show that M(A) X(A). Assume that
M(A)3cl(Min(F)), F3V, FOA. Assume that F is a set of type A. Then there exists M3Min(F)
isometric to M(A) and every u3F is in M(A) as least as long as in M, a contradiction to
Lemma 23. So assume that F is a set of type B. Then there existsM3¹() such that S(M)"F, and
since the systoles of M are not longer than the systoles of M(A) by our assumption, a contradic-
tion follows. The same argument holds if F is a set of type C. This shows that M(A)X(A)
and hence that X(A)Min(A) is empty.
This proves thatMin(F) is disjoint to all sets cl(Min(F)) where F3V is a set of typeA and F3V,
FOF.
(ii) We continue to assume that a surface in¹() with the longest systole is isometric toM(A). Let
X(B)"
$
Min(F), F "lls up, FOB, D3V
be de"ned as a subset of¹(). It again follows thatX(B)Min(B) is eitherMin(B) or empty. By the
proof of Theorem 25, B has a subset S of 8 elements which is also a subset of a set ¹ of type A (in
Fig. 9 this is type II). Let M
	
3Min(S). It follows by (i) that if M
	
3cl(Min(F)) for an F3V, then
F"B or F"¹. Therefore, by the proof of Theorem 25, in each neighbourhood of M
	
, there are
points in Min(B) which are not in X(B); this implies that X(B)Min(B) is empty.
This proves that if F3V is of type B, then Min(F) is disjoint to all sets cl(Min(F)) for F3V,
FOF.
The same argument applies if F is a set of type C.
(iii) We continue to assume that a surface in¹() with the longest systole is isometric toM(A). Let
D3V and let F,FLD, F,F "ll up, FOF. It remains to show that Min(F) and Min(F) are
disjoint. Assume that M3Min(F)Min(F). Let u3D	F. It then follows by Theorem 24 that there
exists 3¹an(M) such that (u)'0 and (v)"0 for all v3F	u. This implies by the de"nition of
Min(F) that u F. This shows that D	F"D	F which contradicts the fact that FOF.
(iv) We have therefore proved the theorem under the assumption that a surface in ¹() with the
longest systole is isometric to M(A). By Theorem 26, such a surface is isometric to one of M(A),
M(B),M(C). If this surface isM(B) orM(C), then the proof is completely analogous since we did not
use any particular property ofM(A) (note that by Fig. 9, if F is a set of type B, then there exists a set
F of type C such that Min(F) has a common boundary with Min(F)). 
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5. Applications
Theorem 28. Let M3¹() be one of M(A), M(B), M(C). Let 2j be the length of a shortest separating
element of (M).
(i) There exists a unique (C)'0 with the following properties. If 0)((C), then j' in
M"M(C)3¹(). If '(C), then j( in M"M(C)3¹().
(ii) There exists a unique (B)'0 with the following properties. If 0)((B), then j' in
M"M(B)3¹(). If '(B), then j( in M"M(B)3¹().
(iii) There exists a unique (A)'0 with the following properties. If 0)((A), then j' in
M"M(A)3¹(). If '(A), then j( in M"M(A)3¹().
(iv) We have (C)((B)((A). Moreover, if M(A)3¹((A)) and 2x is the length of a systole in
M(A), then coshx"2#3.
Proof. Let cosh "1. It then follows that j' in M where M is one of M(A), M(B), M(C). Let
cosh "1000. It then follows by the table before Theorem 27 that j( in M. Therefore, there
exists (C) such that j"(C) inM"M(C)3¹((C)). In order to prove (i) it is su$cient to show that
such a (C) is unique (and analogously for (ii) and (iii)).
(i) We use the notation of Lemma 19 and its proof. Assume that in M(C) we have j". It then
follows that d

#d

"d

". On the other hand, by the proof of Lemma 19 it follows that
!(d

#d

) (strictly) increases if x increases. This proves uniqueness of (C).
(ii) We use the notation of the proof of Theorem 16. By (9) we have
cosh t"cosh /2#coshx coshx/2
sinhx sinhx/2
.
Putting j" (and hence cosh/2"sinhx sinh  with  de"ned as in (10)) we obtain, using (10),
cosh t" coshx
coshx!1#4!
2
coshx#1. (18)
By Lemma 15 we know that t grows if x grows. By a calculation we obtain that the right-hand side
of (18) decreases if x grows. This shows uniqueness of (B).
(iii) Let M"M(A)3¹() with "j. Let K the (1,1)-subsurface of M associated to the triple
u

, u

, u

 and let R"M	K; R and K have a common boundary geodesic z with ¸(z)"2. It
follows that R is hyperelliptic. Recall from the proof of Theorem 14 that R has also a symmetry
group S(A), isomorphic to the symmetric group of three letters.
Let v, s

, s

3(M) be de"ned as in the proof of Theorem 10. By the action of S(A) they have the
same length (which we denote by 2x). Since v, s

, s

lie in R and since R is hyperelliptic, they
intersect in the same point P (see [10]) and therefore, their intersection angle  is /3. It is then easy
to see that
coshx"2 cosh(/3). (19)
Associated to the quintuple w

,w

, u

, u

, u

 we have a (1,2)-subsurface R of M. One boundary
geodesic of R is v, denote by p the second boundary geodesic and put 2y"¸(p). Note that
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p, s

, s

 is a triple (use Fig. 4!). We therefore have (since "/3)
sinhx"2 sinh(y/2). (20)
We further have a common orthogonal r (of length ) between v and p which starts in P (and which
lies in the triangle given by the triple p, s

, s

). This gives cosh  cosh(y/2)"cosh x from which
we obtain by (20)
cosh" 4 coshx
coshx#3"
4
1#3/coshx . (21)
To R corresponds a right-angled hexagon H (as in Lemma 17) with sides of length x/2, y/2, and
x (coming from u

). Let t be the side of H opposite to the side of length x. Since j" we have
¸(t)"¸(r)". Moreover, the length of the common orthogonal in H between the side of length
x and t has length  with
cosh " coshx
cosh(x/2)
. (22)
Now assume that x grows and that we continue to have "j. It follows by (22) that  grows and by
Theorem 14 that  grows. This implies by (19) that x grows. From the latter it follows by (20) that y
grows and by (21) that  grows. Therefore, in the hexagonH the four sides of length x/2, y/2, x, and
 as well as the orthogonal of length  all grow if x grows which is impossible by hyperbolic
trigonometry. This proves uniqueness of (A).
(iv)M(A)3¹((A)) is obtained from the (3,0)-surfaceM(3) (cf. the proof of Theorem 14). It follows
by Schmutz [8] that coshx"2#3 for a systole of length 2x in M(A). A calculation yields
cosh (A)&125.35.
M(B)3¹((B)) is obtained from the (3,0)-surfaceM(xy) (cf. the proof of Theorem 16). It follows
by Schmutz [8] that cosh x&3.632 for a systole of length 2x in M(B). A calculation yields
cosh (B)&113.5.
By a calculation (using d

#d

"d

") we obtain that cosh x&3.595 where 2x is the length of
a systole in M(C)3¹((C)). This yields cosh (C)&109.3. 
Theorem 29. LetM be a closed surface of genus 3 and let 2x be the length of a systole ofM. IfM has
a triple of systoles, then
coshx)2#3.
Moreover, coshx"2#3 if and only if M is isometric to the surface M(3) (dexned as in [8],
compare the proof of Theorem 14 or of Theorem 28).
Proof. If M has a triple of systoles (of length 2x), then the associated separating simple closed
geodesic z is the shortest separating element of (M). Put 2"¸(z). CutM along z and letM3¹()
be the resulting (2,1)-surface. Let 2x be the length of a systole inM. Assume that a surface in ¹()
with the longest systole is isometric toM(A). Let 2x
	
be the length of a systole ofM(A)3¹(). Then
x
	
*x*x. Assume that coshx'2#3. It then follows by Theorem 28 that M(A) contains
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a separating simple closed geodesic which is strictly shorter than z. This implies x
	
(x, a contra-
diction. Therefore, we have proved that coshx)2#3.
By Theorem 26, a surface in¹() with the longest systole is isometric to one ofM(A),M(B),M(C).
If such a surface is isometric toM(B) orM(C), then it follows by an analogous argument (applying
Theorem 28) that coshx(2#3.
Assume now that coshx"2#3. Then M is isometric to M(A). It follows that a surface
isometric to M(3) can be obtained from M by a twist deformation along z. Now (M) contains
a separating element zwith ¸(z)"2. CutM along z. The resulting (2,1)-surface is again isometric
toM(A)3¹() which implies that the twist deformation along z is well de"ned and therefore,M is
isometric to M(3). 
Conjecture 1. Let M be a closed surface of genus 3 with the longest possible systole. Then M is
isometric to M(3).
Note, however, that the (up to isometry unique) closed surface of genus 3 with an automorphism
group of order 168 has no triple of systoles, but is nevertheless a local maximum for the length of
the systole (in the TeichmuK ller space of closed surfaces of genus 3), see [8].
Conjecture 1 would follow from the following conjecture (so that the question of the (3,0)-surface
with the longest systole can be reduced to a question about (2,1)-surfaces).
Conjecture 2. Let M3¹() be a (2,1)-surface with the property that no separating element in (M) is
shorter than 2. Let 2x be the length of a systole of M. Then cosh x)2#3.
Theorem 30. LetM be a (2,1)-surface which has an isometry . Then  is an automorphism of a subset
F, which xlls up, of a set D3V.
Proof. By Theorem 27,M3Min(F) for a unique set F, which "lls up and which is a subset of a set
D3V. It follows that (F)"F. 
Corollary 31. Let  be an orientation preserving isometry of a (2,1)-surface M. Let  be not
a hyperelliptic involution. Then  is an element of a cyclic group which is isomorphic to one of the
groups G

, i"1,2,4, symbolized in Fig. 10.
Proof. Let G be the group of orientation preserving isometries ofM. Since G acts on the boundary
geodesic z ofM and since only the identity has "xed points on z (if ¸(z)'0), Gmust be cyclic. The
corollary now follows easily by Theorem 30. 
Remark. (i) LetM

be a (2,1)-surface such that G

is the group of orientation preserving isometries
of M

, i"1,2,4. Since the sets corresponding to G and G are subsets of a septuple, M may be
hyperelliptic if i"2,3. On the other hand, if i31,4, then M

cannot be hyperelliptic since
a hyperelliptic involution has exactly 5 "xed points in M.
(ii) The groups G

, i"1,2,4, also correspond to closed surfaces of genus 2. It is well known that
there exist (2,0)-surfaces such that the automorphism group is a quotient of the (2,3,8) triangle
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Fig. 10. The cyclic group G

corresponds to a set of geodesics which is a subset of D3V, i"1,2,4. G has order 6,
G

has order 4, G

and G

both have order 5.
group, of the (2,4,6) triangle group, and of the (2,5,10) triangle group, respectively. The "rst induces
G

, the second G

, and the latter induces G

and G

. More precisely, letM be a (2,0)-surface which
has an automorphism group which is a quotient of the (2,5,10) triangle group. Replacing by a cusp
a "xed point (inM) of an isometry of order 10 yields a (2,1)-surface with an automorphism group of
type G

(plus the hyperelliptic involution). Replacing by a cusp a "xed point (inM) of an isometry
of order 5, which is not a "xed point of the hyperelliptic involution, yields a (2,1)-surface with an
automorphism group of type G

.
Theorem 32. (i) LetG be the following graph. The set of vertices is the setV. Two verticesD andD are
related by a non-oriented edge if and only if DD has 8 elements. Then G is connected.
(ii) Let G

be the two-dimensional complex obtained from G by xlling in a k-gon for each closed path
(of length k) in G corresponding to a set FLD (D3V), which xlls up, of 7 elements. ThenG

is simply
connected.
(iii) Let K be the simplicial complex, obtained from G and G

by xlling in a cell of dimension d for
each set FLD (D3V), which xlls up, of 9!d elements. ThenK is contractible and has dimension 5.
Proof. Let FLD for a D3V, let F "ll up. It is obvious that F has at least 4 elements and that on
the other hand,Fmay have 4 elements. This proves that the dimension ofK is 5. The rest follows by
Theorems 27 and 25 and its proof. 
Remark. (i) Note that K is invariant with respect to the mapping class group (2,1) of (2,1)-
surfaces. By Serre [12], a contractible complex invariant with respect to (2,1) has at least
dimension 5 since the virtual cohomological dimension of (2,1) is 5 (by Harer [3]). Therefore,
K has the best possible dimension.
(ii) It follows from Theorem 32 that (2,1) has a "nite presentation (a well-known fact).
De5nition. (i) Let F"u

,2,w be a set of type A in a (2,1)-surfaceM. Let w3(M), wOu, be
the unique element such that u

,w

,w

, u

,w is a quintuple. I call a subset F of (M) a set of type
C if F is equivalent to the set wF	u

 (compare Fig. 11).
(ii) Denote by V the set of all sets of type A, of type B, or of type C in M.
(iii) Let F"u

,2,w be a set of type C in a (2,1)-surface M. Let w3(M) be the unique
element such that u

,w

,w

, u

,w is a quintuple. I call a subset F of (M) a set of type E if F is
equivalent to the set wF (cf. Fig. 11).
(iv) Denote by W the set of all sets of type A, of type B, or of type E in M.
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Fig. 11. On the left-hand side a set of type C. On the right-hand side a set of type E.
Theorem 33. (i) Theorem 27 holds if V is replaced by V.
(ii) Theorem 27 holds if V is replaced by W.
Proof. Let F be a set of type E with the notation of Fig. 11. Then F contains 5 sets F

of type C,
i"1,2,5 (note that a group of type G in Fig. 10 acts on the sets F). In the graph G de"ned in
Theorem 32 each of these "ve sets F

is a neighbour of the other four (two vertices in G are
neighbours if they are related by an edge). By the proof of Theorem 25 each of the sets F

is further
a neighbour of a set A

of type A and a neighbour of 4 sets B


, j"1,2,4, of type B, i"1,2,5.
One easily checks that the "ve sets A

and the 20 sets B


all are di!erent, i"1,2,5, j"1,2,4.
Let
X" 

cl(Min(F

)).
Let M
	
be a surface in the boundary of X. It follows that M
	
is also in the boundary of a set
cl(Min(A

)) or cl(Min(B


)). Assume that M
	
3cl(Min(A

)) where A

MF	u

,w (cf. Fig. 11). It
follows that there exists 3¹an(M
	
) with (F	u

,w)"0 and (u

)'0. This implies (w)'0 by
the proof of Theorem 10. Therefore,M
	
is in the boundary of cl(Min(F)). An analogous argument
applies if A

is replaced by a set A

or a set B


, i"1,2,5, j"1,2,4. It follows that
X"cl(Min(F))" 

cl(Min(F

)).
Together with Theorem 27 this proves (ii).
Note that F contains 5 sets C

of type C, i"1,2,5, and it follows by a similar argument as
above that
X" 

cl(Min(F

))"cl(Min(F))" 

cl(Min(C

)).
Now (i) follows by Theorem 27 and its proof. 
Remark. (i) It follows by (10) and (11) that there exists no (2,1)-surface which has a set of systoles of
type C or of type E.
(ii) Applying Theorem 33, a graph as in Theorem 32 can also be constructed taking eitherV or
W as the set of vertices. In fact, withW as the set of vertices, the graph becomes somewhat simpler.
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